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“MIR FEHLT DAS MEER”, is a black on white sentence which hangs on buildings, as statement, quote or  intimate feeling. The sentence, a simple 
and general “I” declaration interferes with the everyday life of the passer-by proposing a possible world where desires, needs and dreams are vivid 
and present. “Das Meer”, presented in Vienna by an Italian artist born in Adria (RO),  is not only a place for leisure, rather a nostalgic memory and 
an emotional goal for all the people who miss the sea also if they are looking at it.

“Das Meer ist ein Sehnsuchtsort. Es steht für Freiheit, Urlaub und die schönen, unbeschwerten Seiten unseres Daseins. Dieses Mehr an Leben fehlt in 
der gegenwärtigen Situation. Pablo Chiereghin, der aus dem Ort Adria in Italien stammt, hat mit wenigen Worten unser aktuelles Lebensgefühl auf den 
Punkt gebracht. “
(Günter Oberhollenzer, Curator of the exhibition (K)EIN MENSCH IST EINE INSEL in Künstlerhaus)

A brief chronicle of the project
In 2013 i was invited to Kunstgastgeber, a KÖR Wien and Wienerwohnen project where families from the Rennbahnweg Gemeindebau guested 
artists to develop an art project together in their flat. I as Italian, born in Adria (a small city on the delta of Po river which gave, long ago, the name 
to the Adriatic sea) asked my host Nesryn Ay, a Kurdish Mother of two from south Turkey, how she feels living in Austria and Vienna. She said “Mir 
fehlt das Meer”. 
We decided to attach this shared feeling on her balcony, letting one flat, in the long and modular living complex, speak out an intimate sentence. 

I was strongly impressed by the power of this sentence, and i used in different other occasions, like in the project where the Viktor Adler Markt was 
transformed in a Port by artists interventions, during the Grunsteingasse festival or during an exhibition at das weisse haus as a political state-
ment. 

The work was in 2016 part of the exhibition “Domenica”  with Massimo Vitali and Aldo Giannotti and hanged for 2 months on the Italian embassy in Vienna

In 2021 I was invited to the exhibition (K)EIN MENSCH IST EINE INSEL in Künstlerhaus an exhibition about the role of society and of the individuals 
in a period of  isolation and distance and nothing but this sentence came to my mind again.

Günter Oberhollenzer, curator of the Künstlerhaus exhibition, proposed me to repeat the sentence in other spaces so large banners where hanged 
in U1 and U4 red carpet show windows in Karlsplatz. Possibly the artwork will be presented on the Karlskirche from the 1st of June

So I decided that an intimate sentence, excerpted from a dialog, could become a general feeling, a mental projection towards possible better fu-
tures and if it has to be  somewhere it should be all over. 

I started a sort of campaign, I made 500 poster that will be hanged in Vienna, prepared stencils for the Donaukanal on designated graffiti areas, I 
hanged other banners in studios or ateliers and produced an edition of 150 signed cardboard prints to financially support the project
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